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Abstract Koh nfelder realized in 1978 th at public key schemes require a Public
Key Infrastructure (PKI) . X500/X509 were set up to standardize these
ideas. PGP, proposed by Zimm ermann is an alte rnati ve to the original
PKI idea, Variants of th e PGP based PKI were discussed ind ependently
by Reiter-Stubblebine and Burmest er-Desmedt-Kabatianskii.

The goal of Shamir's 1984 idea of "ide nt ity-base d" cryptography was
to avoid a Public Key Infrastructure. Instead of having the users have
th eir own public key, the identity of th e user is th e "public key," and a
trusted cente r provides each party with a secret key. Several identity
based cryptosystems have been proposed , in particular recently.

We ana lyze Shamir 's ide nti ty-base d concept crit ically. We argue the
need for at least a registration infrastructure, which we call a "basic
Identity-b ased Key Infrastructure." Moreover , if secret keys of users
can be stolen or lost , the infrastructure required to deal with this is
as complex as th e one of PKI. We make further comparisons between
public key systems and identity-b ased ones.
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INTRODUCTION
While in conventional cryptosystems the sender as weIl as the re

ceiver's key must remain secret , in public key systems the privacy of one
of the keys is not essential, and so can be made public. However, public
keys must still be authenticated. Kohnfelder Kohnfeld er , 1978 observed
the need for some Public Key Infrastructure to authenticate the publi c
key of auser. A lot of work has been done on Public Key Infrastructures
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since then. X500 and X509 standards were developed (see e.g. Menezes
et al. , 1996; Schneier, 1996) .

Public-key certificates have two parts: data and a signature. The data
contains information about the identity of an entity, the public-key, the
validity period and other relevant details. The signature is a digital
signature on the data by a certifying entity. For the X509 certificates
this is a Certification Authority (CA). With X509 , the infrastructure
is hierarchical, i.e. a rooted tree. The Root is a certification authority,
called Root Certification Authority (RCA). The public-key of the RCA
is known apriori to all users, and this knowledge is used to induce
confidence in the public-keys of CAs who authenticate the public key of
the user. More than one tree can be used.

Alternatives to X509 have been proposed in PGP Zimmermann, 1995.
Alternatives that make the infrastructure more robust to make it less
vulnerable to attacks by outsiders, and maintain security when CAs are
sloppy, were suggested Reiter and Stubblebine, 1997; Burmester et al. ,
1998 (see also Burmester and Desmedt, ).

Several countries in South-East Asia are in the process of setting up
national PKIs. A problem with PKI is the cost to run a proper PKI. 1'0
be of any use, the identity of the party must be properly verified. This
cannot be done over the internet! The natural question is whether one
can avoid using a public key and a PKI using alternatives.

Frorn a web page of Microsoft Microsoft Security Bulletin MSOI-017,
2003 we learn:

In mid-March 2001, VeriSign , Inc ., advised Microsoft that on January
29 and 30, 2001, it issued two VeriSign Class 3 code-signing digital
certificates to an individual who fraudulently claimed to be aMicrosoft
employee. The common name assigned to both certificates is " Microsoft
Corporation". The ability to sign executable content using keys that
purport to belong to Microsoft would clearly be advantageous to an
attacker who wished to convince users to allow th e content to TUn.

So, it is no surprise that some question PKIs Ellison and Sehneier. 2000.
In 1984 Shamir Shamir, 1985 suggested the concept of identity-based

cryptosystem. In such system the public key of the user is just the iden
tity of the user. 1'0 guarantee that this works , a trusted center will use a
master (secret) key. Using this master key, the trusted center computes
from the identity of the user u, the secret key of the user. It seems
that this removes the need for PKI. The goal of this paper is to criti
cally analyze this impression. Note that recently several identity-based
cryptosystems have been proposed, e.g. by Boneh-Franklin Boneh and
Franklin, 2001.
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We will demonstrate in Section 2 that a basic Identity-based Key
Infrastructure is at least required to verify the identity of the user before
handing out the secret key. When keys can be stolen or lost, one needs
to deal with revocation, which is discussed in Section 3. We conclude in
Section 4 and also discuss robustness issues. We now start by reviewing
the concept of identity-based cryptography.

1. BACKGROUND AND NOTATION
Shamir invented the notion of identity-based cryptography Shamir,

1985. The idea is that each individual could use hls/her/its own identity
as "public key." A Key Distribution Center would compute the secret
key starting from the identity of the user, using an algorithm fand
based on the Key Distribution Center's top secret master key, K . We
denote the output of f as f(·, .).

Note that using secure distributed computation (see e.q. Goldreich
et ol., 1987; Ben- Or et al., 1988; Chaum et ol., 1988) the need to trust
a single K ey Distributing Center can be relaxed.

Let 1Du be the identity of the user u. Evidently, this must be unique.
So, it may have to contain other information besides what we call the
natural1D, being the first name(s) and the last name of the user.

1'0 deal with the case f(IDu, K) does not! exist, Shamir envisioned
using a short binary string i« so that f(IDuIIju ,K) does exist, where
11 indicates concatenation. i; could be computed using deterministic
exhaustive search. So, the secret key of the user is SKu = f(1 Dulliu, K),
which is provided to the user by the Key Distribution Center.

If f(I Du, K) always exists, i.e. for each each string 1Du, then it seems
that there is no need for ju. However, in Section 3 we will argue that in
areal world situation this is false.

When using encryption and digital signatures, the secret key SKu
plays the same role as the secret key in pu blic key systems. 1DuIIju
plays the same role as the public key does in public key systems. So,
to privately send a message M to user u, the sender will send the ci
phertext C = EIDilljJM) and to decrypt, the receiver u will compute
DSKJC). 1'0 digitally sign the message M the user u will compute the
signature sign = SignSKu (M) and to verify its correctness the receiver
will compute the Boolean verification function VIDulljJM, sign).

2. THE NEED FOR A BASIC IDENTITY
-BASED KEY INFRASTRUCTURE

The impact of lost or stolen secret keys on the concept of identity
based cryptography is only discussed in details from Section 3 on. So, in
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this section only, we assume, hypothetically, that secret keys are never
lost or stolen.

As weIl known by the information security community, it is essential
in PKI, that the identity of the user be properly checked . The afore
mentioned example of VeriSign illustrates this. For the same reason is
it required that the Key Distribution Center verifies the identity of the
user requesting a secret key. Indeed, if a third party can fraudulently
claim to be user u, then it can pretend being the user u, i.e. decryptjsign
as user u.

Since, the identity verification cannot be done remotely (so not over
the internet), there is a need for what one could call a Local Registration
Center. We now stipulate the steps that need to be taken at the stage of
"regist rat ion." This will demonstrate the need for a true infrastructure.

1 The Local Registration Center needs to first of all verify the iden
tity I Du of the user in person, checking as much evidence as pos
sible. The required evidence may be a birth certificate, a passport
(and possibly old passports"), a driver's license, witnesses, etc.

In the case the user is an organization, such as a company, and
the user would like to obtain a secret key for the entity, one needs
to verify that the people who represent this organization have the
authority to do so and to obtain a secret key in the name of the
organization. Local laws may differ from country to country on
who can legally represent an organization.

Note, if one does not trust the Local Registration Center, multi
ple could be used, in a similar way as pointed out in Burmester
et al., 1998; Reiter and Stubblebine, 1997 (see also Burmester and
Desmedt, ).

2 One needs to verify that the proposed I Du has not yet been as
signed. Indeed, otherwise, (at least two) users may have the same
secret key and the one can pretend to be the other. Note that
since public keys are significantly longer and much more random
in nature than identities, the probability two users have the same
public key is almost zero, and so can be ignored. For identities,
the situation is very different. The solution to this problem now
depends on whether the format of I Du is:

variable length encoding. The user could append other rele
vant information, which may depend from country to country" .

fixed length encoding. (This is for example the case with the
login name on many operating systems.) In this case if:
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the user's name are sufficiently long th e user could com
bine parts of his/her first name(s) with parts of the last
name to obtain a compact unique ID. In the case of a
corporation, there is evidently no first name , et c.

the user 's names are not sufficiently long we basically
fall in a combination of the variable length encoding case
with the fixed length encoding. The user needs to append
to his name and/ or compact the string.

Evidently, one could use ju to make the identi ty unique, bu t , ju
will need to be used for ot her purposes, as we discuss in Section 3.

The issue of checking the uniqueness of th e ID causes several prob
lems:

• The I Du is no longer public information in th e sense that
any third party will not know apriori all the information
appended or the compacted string. In the case of variable
length encoding, one can evident ly try to append known in
formation . For example, one could append the affiliation of
t his person , or th e network provider used , etc. However, this
also implies that a new secre t key will be required when the
affi liation or network provider changes.

Note that if a public key system is used , one also needs to
uniquely identify the user to find the public key of that user .
However , th ere is a major difference. If a user plays different
roles in society, and is therefore known under different "af
filiations," the different IDs in the PKI dat abase" related to
the same individual , could all point to the same public key.
In identity-based cryptosystems, these different "affiliat ions"
give rise to different secret keys. If the user relies on small
handheld/handless devices, this may cause lack of memory
problems.

• The need to check the uniqueness of I Du, implies the need
for an infr astructure. Indeed , before a secret key is issued,
one must make certain it is globally unique.

Note that if th e identity contains a (work related) affiliation,
the check for identi ty is much simpler to organize. First make
sure that all affiliations have a unique representation. Then
it is up to the Local Registration Center to make cert ain that
within this organization the name is unique. However , this is
no guarantee that th e natural identity of the user can be used
within this organiz ation. Indeed , certain first names and last
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names are so popular it is not uncommon to find two people in
the same organization with the same (first name, last name).
Evidently, if one replaces the affiliation with such entities as
network provider, etc. the same comment applies.
This check may imply a time delay. If it is not unique, the
user is contacted and a new I Du is suggested. Evidently an
alternative solution is to provide several names at onee. The
time delay can for all practical purposes be eliminated if the
user can in advance "reserve" a name, e.g. over the internet.
This gives the user plenty of time to think about good strings
to append or how to compact the identity, before making
the final choice. Note that i/ such an identity is reseroed
the user will still need to demonstrate in person to the Local
Registration Center the validity 0/ his/her/its identity bejore
receiving a secret key .

3 The user will need to obtain the secret key S Ku privately and
in an authenticated fashion. This introduces a key distribution
problem, in particular if the user wants to avoid that the Local
Registration Center learns the secret key SKu . The solution is to
provide a temporary key that the Key Distribution Center will use
to enerypt the secret key SKu . For simplicity, we focus on the case
the user does not like that the Local Registration Center knows
SKu ' In that case the user could make a Temporary Publie Key
T P Ku, secret key pair, it will use to receive its secret key SKu.

4 At this stage the Local Registration Center can forward to the Key
Distribution Center arequest for the user with unique identity
I Du to obtain a secret key SKu' The request, signed by the Local
Registration Center, will at least contain:

(a) the unique identity IDu , and

(b) the temporary (public) key TPKu that will be used by the
Key Distribution Center to provide seeurely the key to the
user.

5 The Key Distribution Center ean now compute the key and send
it signed. So the user receives:

(E~PKu (SKu ) , SignsKKDc(E~PKu (SKu ) ) )

where E' is a publie key encryption algorithm.

6 The Key Distribution Center informs the hierarchy about the iden
tity key: (IDu, ju) .
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The registration phase already introduces the need for an infrastruc
ture. In certain circumstances this infrastructure can be kept relatively
small.

From our discussions until now, it seems that a major difference be
tween a Public Key Infrastructure and a Identity-based Key Infrastruc
ture is that in the last case one only needs the infrastructure for the reg
istration phase. However, in Public Key Infrastructures, when a third
party (e.g. Bob) wants to learn the public key of Alice, he/she/it needs
to consult the infrastructure or have obtained the public key from Alice''.
Such an interaction does not seem necessary for Identity-based Key In
frastructures . There are two problems with above reasoning:

1 If I DA is different from the natural identity of Alice, then this
means that there are at least two people who have the same natu
ral identity. So if Bob wants to use I DA, e.g. to send an encrypted
message, then Bob needs to find out what the correct I DAis. If
that is not natural, then Bob needs to consult an infrastructure
and evidently, the reply given by this infrastructure must be au
thenticated, so signed.

However, it would be incorrect to conclude that Bob only needs to
consult the infrastructure when I DA is not unique, because Bob
may not know this. Consulting a WWW page about this, also
requires that this WWW page to be authenticated.

2 If keys are stolen or lost, then continuing to use the old I DA and
jA of Alice, clearly undermines the security. In the case of a public
key system, the user could just provide in person (and his/her /its
identity having been checked) the Public Key Infrastructure a new
public key. However, providing the Identity-based Key Infrastruc
ture a new I DA may be undesirable, in particular, when I DA is
equal to the naturalID of the Alice. So, a solution to this issue,
is that a new jA is used.

So, to deal with revocation, one needs a similar solution as in the
case of Public Key Infrastructures.

So, to deal with non-uniqueness of natural identities and the use of
ju, a similar structure as used for Public Key Infrastructures is required,
which we call Identity-based Key Infrastructure. In this context, one
could call the Local Registration Centers: Certifying Authorities. AI
though their duties in an Identity-based Key Infrastructure are different,
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these are sufficiently equivalent to call them Certifying Authorities. The
Identity-based Key Infrastructure also needs to be consulted by a third
party before it will use (for the first time) an identity (IDA, JA). More
over, to deal with lost and stolen secret keys, one needs a revocation
mechanism. Similar mechanisms as in the case of Public Key Infras
tructures can be used, this means the typical off-line or the more recent
on-line approach Rivest, 1998 (see also McDaniel and Rubin, 2000).

Note that Boneh-Franklin Boneh and Franklin, 2001 already men
tioned the revocation problem. However, they assume an underlying
PKI. We argue that to deal with revocation in identity based cryptosys
tems, we need a PKI like structure.

4. CONCLUSION
We argued that to securely deploy identity-based cryptography, one

needs a structure as complex as Public Key Infrastructures. This is
primarily a consequence of the fact that the natural identity (first name,
last name) may not be unique. Revocation just aggravates the problem.
So, in many circumstances, there is a need for an Identity-based Key
Infrastructure.

The problem with not properly verifying the identity of users, as in the
aforementioned case of VeriSign, implies that CA's may be untrustwor
thy, Moreover, if on-line revocation is used, there is the risk of hackers
breaking into the CA McDaniel and Rubin, 2000, making CA also un
trustworthy. To deal with this problem, more robust PKIs have been
suggested Zimmermann, 1995; Reiter and Stubblebine, 1997; Burmester
et al., 1998; Burmester and Desmedt, . In all of these Bob (potentially)
uses more than one CA6 to obtain the public key. Adding robustness
can also be done for Identity-based Key Infrastructures.

To conclude, we compare public key systems with identity-based ones.
Except in the case one only wants low security or , one can guarantee
that secret keys will not be lost or stolen and that the natural identi
ties uniquely identify the user, there is a need for an Identity-based Key
Infrastructure. Its role is very similar to the one of a Public Key Infras
tructure. However, one needs to deal with a key distribution problem,
i.e, how can the Key Distribution Center securely provide the secret key
SKA to Alice. This can be solved using a public key system with a tem
porary public key, roughly doubling the hardware/software needs. In the
case identity-based public key is used in a handheld/handless device, its
secret key may have to be uploaded securely from a PC that runs public
key software.
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Finally, we note that (IDu, ju) may be shorter than the pair: (iden
tity information, public key). This may be the only real advantage of
identity-based cryptography when used in seeure environments that, as
we argued, need an Identity-based Key Infrastructure. Evidently, a well
known disadvantage is that the Key Distribution Center knows each
user's secret key.
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Notes

1. For example, if f corresponds to computing the square root of I Du modulo n and K
is the prime factorization of n , then this may not always exist , since not all numbers modulo
n are quadratic residues.

2. Certain countries return to their citizens old passports. 1'0 avoid that one attempts to
reuse these, holes are punched through the passport or corners are cut off, etc.

3. Although Shamir Shamir, 1985 actually suggested to add such information as social
security number, in so me countries, such as the US, this is a bad idea, since a social security
number is viewed as aglobai password! For example it allows an individual to get a loan .

4. Ir we were to use database terminology, this 10 would be called the "key" . However,
in the case of a public key system, from a cryptographic viewpoint , this is not a key at all.
Therefore, we avoidcd this confusing terminology.

5. We also view PCP as a Public Key Infrastructure.

6. In the case of PCP th ese are actually not "Aut hor it ies," but could be just friends,
so oue could object against the word CA . However, the VeriSign example questions whether
such organizations are "Authorities," or just "self proclaimed authorities."
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